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a b s t r a c t

Soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) is a globally significant crop, widely cultivated for oilseed production and 
animal feeds. In recent years, the rapid growth of multi-omics data from thousands of soybean accessions 
has provided unprecedented opportunities for researchers to explore genomes, genetic variations, and gene 
functions. To facilitate the utilization of these abundant data for soybean breeding and genetic improve-
ment, the SoybeanGDB database (https://venyao.xyz/SoybeanGDB/) was developed as a comprehensive 
platform. SoybeanGDB integrates high-quality de novo assemblies of 39 soybean genomes and genomic 
variations among thousands of soybean accessions. Genomic information and variations in user-specified 
genomic regions can be searched and downloaded from SoybeanGDB, in a user-friendly manner. To facil-
itate research on genetic resources and elucidate the biological significance of genes, SoybeanGDB also 
incorporates a variety of bioinformatics analysis modules with graphical interfaces, such as linkage dis-
equilibrium analysis, nucleotide diversity analysis, allele frequency analysis, gene expression analysis, 
primer design, gene set enrichment analysis, etc. In summary, SoybeanGDB is an essential and valuable 
resource that provides an open and free platform to accelerate global soybean research.

© 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Research Network of Computational and 
Structural Biotechnology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creative-

commons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Soybean, one of the world’s most essential crops, is widely used 
in diverse food products and serves as an excellent source of protein 
for animal feeds (https://www.fao.org/). Achieving high yield and 
enhancing the qualities of oil and protein are the major goals of 
soybean breeding and genetic improvement, which require sys-
tematic investigation of genomic variations associated with agro-
nomical traits. Leveraging high-throughput and precise genotyping 
and phenotyping data obtained from experimental or natural/wild 
populations represents an efficient strategy to uncover the genetic 
mechanisms underlying diverse phenotype variations in various 
organisms [1–3]. With the rapid advancement of sequencing 

technology, a large number of soybean accessions have been se-
quenced to elucidate the genetic basis of various agronomic traits 
and facilitate molecular breeding in soybean [4–7]. In different types 
of soybean biological studies, genomic variations such as SNPs, In-
Dels, structural variations (or genomic rearrangements), and copy 
number variations have been employed to identify candidate varia-
tions/genes for in-depth functional analysis in soybean.

With the explosive growth of biological data generated by high- 
throughput sequencing and other biotechnologies, a comprehensive 
genome database has become an indispensable tool for studying 
various organisms [8–10]. Currently, three soybean-related genome 
databases are available, including SoyBase [11,12], SoyKB (Soybean 
knowledge base) [13], and WildsoyDB [14]. SoyBase is the leading 
soybean database based on the genome of Glycine max L. cv. Wil-
liams 82, which was the first reference genome for soybean and has 
greatly contributed to functional genomic studies of soybean [15]. 
SoyBase encompasses genome sequences and gene annotations of 
Williams 82, along with diverse datasets such as gene expression 
data, epigenetic data, molecular markers, and phenotypic traits 
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[11,12]. SoyKB, also based on the Williams 82 genome, is a com-
prehensive knowledge database developed for functional genomics 
research and molecular breeding of soybean [13]. It provides various 
analysis tools for data visualization and functional genomic studies. 
WildsoyDB is another integrated online platform that aggregates 
four soybean genomes, including Glycine max Williams 82 (a2v1 and 
a4v1), Glycine max Zhonghuang 13 (v2) and Glycine soja W05 (v1). It 
offers various functional modules for analyzing genomic re-
sources [14].

Over the past few years, a golden reference genome for Glycine 
max L. cv. Zhonghuang 13, a widely cultivated soybean variety in 
China, has been reported [16,17]. Following this, a pan-genome 
analysis was conducted based on the genome sequence of Zhon-
ghuang 13 and high-quality de novo assemblies of 26 other re-
presentative soybeans [4]. Furthermore, the high-quality genomes of 
Glycine max Lee, Glycine max Hwangkeum, Glycine soja PI483463, 
Glycine soja W05 and six perennial Glycine species have enriched the 
genomic resources available for soybean research [18–21]. Moreover, 
the re-sequencing data of diverse soybean accessions, which is an-
other valuable resource for mining candidate variations or genes, is 
consistently increasing [4,7]. Despite the enormous amount of newly 
sequenced data reported in recent years, including high-quality 
genome assemblies of soybean and genomic variations among 
thousands of soybean accessions [4,7,18–21], it has not been fully 
integrated into any database such as SoyBase, SoyKB or WildsoyDB 
[11–14]. To address this issue, we have developed an integrative 
genomic database, SoybeanGDB. It aggregates comprehensive in-
formation from 39 high-quality de novo assembled soybean gen-
omes, as well as 15,446,616 SNPs and 4136,231 InDels identified 
using re-sequencing data from 2898 soybean accessions and 
7869,806 SNPs among 481 accessions. SoybeanGDB incorporates 
diverse functional modules that facilitate genomic and genetic stu-
dies. Users can search, browse, analyze, and download details related 
to coding/non-coding regions, SNPs and InDels. SoybeanGDB also 
hosts various versatile analytical tools such as JBrowse 2, expression 
analysis, BLAST, Primer-design, and gene set enrichment analysis, 
serving the soybean community.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data collection

A comprehensive collection of 39 high-quality de novo genome 
assemblies of soybean, previously reported in various studies, has 
been integrated into SoybeanGDB (Table S1) [4,11,17–22]. Out of 
these, the genomes of 28 soybean accessions consisting of three wild 
soybeans, nine landraces and 16 improved cultivars, were down-
loaded from the Genome Warehouse (https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/gwh/) 
[23]. The genomes of Glycine max Williams 82 and six perennial 
Glycine species were obtained from SoyBase (https://www.soyba-
se.org/) [11,21]. In addition, the genomes of Glycine max Lee and 
Glycine soja PI483463 were collected from Phytozome (https:// 
phytozome.jgi.doe.gov) [19]. The genomes of Glycine soja W05 and 
Hwangkeum were obtained from http://www.wildsoydb.org/ and 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/, respectively [18,20].

SNPs and InDels among 2898 soybean accessions, which con-
sisted of 1747 improved soybean cultivars, 1048 soybean landraces, 
and 103 Glycine soja accessions, were downloaded from the Genome 
Variation Map database (https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/gvm/home) [24]. 
Moreover, SNPs from 481 soybean accessions, comprising 429 cul-
tivated varieties and 52 Glycine soja accessions, were obtained from 
https://data.nal.usda.gov/search/type/dataset [7].

The gene expression levels (FPKM) of Glycine max Zhonghuang 13 
(55,443 genes across 27 samples from various tissues and stages), an 
experimental line A81–356022 (38,177 genes from seven tissues and 
seven stages in seed development), Glycine soja W05 (21,402 genes 

from trifoliate and primary leaves, and roots of young seedlings), and 
102 soybean accessions (56,044 genes form 18-day-old leaves) were 
collected from previous studies conducted by Shen et al. [17], Se-
verin et al. [25], Qi et al. [26] and Li et al. [27], respectively. These 
details can be found in the “Accessions” and “Data source” pages of 
the SoybeanGDB database.

2.2. Data processing

2.2.1. Processing of soybean genomic data
Based on the genome annotation file in GFF3 format, the se-

quences of genes, CDSs, cDNAs, and proteins from the 39 soybean 
genomes were extracted using in-house R scripts. Subsequently, the 
extracted sequences were stored as R data files in SoybeanGDB.

Transposable elements (TEs) in the 39 soybean genomes were 
annotated using two tools: Extensive de-novo TE Annotator (EDTA) 
v2.0.0 and RepeatMasker 4.1.0 [28,29]. EDTA was employed with the 
following parameters “–overwrite 1 –sensitive 1 22 –anno 1 –eval-
uate 1 –threads 50”. This allowed the construction of a filtered non- 
redundant TE library based on the whole genome sequence of 
Zhonghuang 13. Next, RepeatMasker 4.1.0 was used to identify 
transposons in each of the 39 soybean genomes by utilizing the 
filtered non-redundant TE library.

Transcription factors and transcriptional regulators in the 39 
soybean genomes were identified and classified using the prediction 
tool iTAK v1.6 with the parameters “perl iTAK.pl -a 10 pro-
tein.fasta” [30].

2.2.2. Identification of syntenic and rearranged regions
To define syntenic regions and identify structural variations, in-

cluding duplicated region, inverted region, translocated region, 
tandem repeat, deletions, and insertions, between two soybean 
genomes, we employed SyRI to compare each of the 37 genomes 
with either Zhonghuang 13 or Williams 82 reference genome. The 
parameters of SyRI were “python syri -c bamfile -r fastafile1 -q 
fastafile2 -k -F B” [31]. In this process, minimap2 was used to align 
the chromosome-level sequences of the 37 genomes to the reference 
genomes Zhonghuang 13 or Williams 82, with the parameter “-ax 
asm5 –eqx -t 64” [32]. The alignment results for each pair of gen-
omes were then submitted to SyRI, which identified the syntenic and 
rearranged regions with the parameter “-k -F S”.

2.2.3. Processing of SNPs and InDels
The SNP data among 2898 accessions were downloaded from the 

Genome Variation Map database [24]. For each soybean accession, 
the raw datasets stored SNP likelihoods across all variation sites. To 
process the raw SNPs among the 2898 soybean accessions, we fol-
lowed the criteria reported in a previous study with slight mod-
ifications [33]. First, low-quality SNP sites were removed if the total 
number of soybean accessions with a heterozygote genotype or 
homozygous minor genotype was <  5. After that, only biallelic SNPs 
were retained. Then, SNP sites with a missing rate >  5% and a read 
depth ≤ 500 or ≥ 50,000 were removed. Further, the raw SNP data 
with character genotype matrices of “A, C, G and T” were converted 
into integer sparse matrices of “0” and “1” using in-house R scripts. 
To facilitate efficient loading of the SNP data, SNP sites in each 50- 
Mb non-overlapping genomic region of Zhonghuang 13 genome 
were stored as an R data file. Subsequently, all the SNPs were an-
notated using SnpEff (http://pcingola.github.io/SnpEff/) based on the 
genomic structure of Zhonghuang 13 [34].

The InDels underwent the same processing procedure as SNPs, 
with the exception that multiallelic InDels were retained. To facil-
itate fast retrieval using Tabix, the resulting InDel data files were 
compressed using bgzip [35].
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2.2.4. Identification of orthologous gene
Based on the longest protein sequences annotated for each gene 

in the 39 soybean genomes, orthologous genes were identified using 
OrthoFinder with the parameter “-f” [36].

2.2.5. GO and KEGG analysis
Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and 

Genomes (KEGG) annotations were conducted for all protein-coding 
genes in each soybean genome using eggNOG 5.0 with the default 
settings [37]. clusterprofiler 3.14 was utilized for GO and KEGG en-
richment analysis [38].

2.3. Construction of the SoybeanGDB database

SoybeanGDB was built based on R/Shiny with the help of various 
other R packages (such as shinyWidgets, Shinycssloaders, 
Shinydashboard, Shinysky, data.table, ggplot2, IRanges, S4Vectors, 
Biostrings, and corrplot) (Table S2), which had been successfully 
applied in previous studies [33,39–41]. The structure of SoybeanGDB 
consisted of two primary R scripts: ui.R and server.R, along with 
several auxiliary R scripts. The ui.R defined the graphical interface of 
SoybeanGDB and collected user inputs that were then conveyed to 
the server side. The server.R conducted calculations on the server 
side and displayed the output on the graphical interface of Soy-
beanGDB. The R/Shiny framework allowed for effective data orga-
nization, user-friendly interface, and data visualization in 
SoybeanGDB. To ensure compatibility and accessibility, all func-
tionalities of SoybeanGDB were extensively tested on five popular 
Internet browsers (Google Chrome, Apple Safari, Firefox, 360 
Browser, and Microsoft Edge) across different Operating Systems 
(Windows, Linux, and MacOS).

2.4. Deployment of the SoybeanGDB database on a Linux web server

SoybeanGDB was deployed on a Linux web server running 
CentOS release 7.9.2009 as the operating system. The Linux web 
server was equipped with eight Intel processors (Intel(R) Xeon(R) 
Platinum 8255 C CPU @ 2.50 GHz) and 32 GB of random access 
memory (RAM).

3. Results

SoybeanGDB is a freely accessible public database that offers 
versatile functionalities for conducting functional genomics studies, 
including genome/transcriptome search, SNPs/InDels search and 
various tools (Fig. 1). To enhance the usability of SoybeanGDB, details 
and hyperlinks for the 39 genomes and two variation datasets from 
the 2898 soybean accessions and 481 accessions are provided under 
the “Accessions” menu. Additionally, a comprehensive tutorial of 
SoybeanGDB is available under the “Help” menu.

3.1. Searching and browsing 39 high-quality de novo assembled 
soybean genomes for protein-coding genes and other genomic features

A total of 39 high-quality genomes were incorporated into 
SoybeanGDB, including five wild soybeans, nine landraces, 19 im-
proved cultivars, and six perennial Glycine species (Table S1). Six 
functionalities were developed and implemented within the “Gen-
omes” menu of SoybeanGDB, enabling users to retrieve genes, 
transposable elements, and other genome features from any one of 
the 39 soybean genomes (Fig. 2).

Firstly, users can query any one of the 39 soybean genomes using 
a single gene ID, a single genomic region, or multiple gene IDs. The 
main panel of the output page displays gene(s) or genomic region in 
details, including gene structure, gene annotation, sequences (gene, 
CDS, cDNA, and protein), and transposable elements (Fig. 2A, B). 

SoybeanGDB contains a total of 47,142,361 annotated transposable 
elements across the 39 soybean genomes (Table S3). The download 
buttons in the uppermost panel of the output page allow users to 
export the results in plain text, table, or graph format. Furthermore, 
the “Genomic distribution of location” page allows users to visualize 
the chromosomal distribution of user-input genes from any one of 
the 39 soybean genomes using the circlize R package (Fig. 2C) [42].

A submenu is available in SoybeanGDB for searching and ana-
lyzing transcription factors (TFs) and transcriptional regulators (TRs) 
in any one of the 39 genomes (Fig. 2D). A total of 139,364 TFs from 
69 families and 29,578 TRs from 24 families were identified in the 39 
genomes and further classified using iTAK (Table S4) [30]. Among 
them, Glycine syndetika and Zhonghuang 13 had the lowest number 
of TFs (2486) and TRs (579), while Glycine dolichocarpa possessed the 
highest number of TFs (4705) and TRs (1361) (Table S4). One possible 
reason for the largest number of TFs and TRs in Glycine dolichocarpa 
might be that it is an allotetraploid (2 n = 4x =80) resulting from the 
hybridization between Glycine syndetika (2 n = 40) and Glycine to-
mentella D3 (2 n = 40). To facilitate easy access and output, details on 
TFs or TRs of interest, including description information, sequences, 
and annotations, are provided.

Synteny is critical for exploring the evolutionary relationships 
among various genomes or genes. To facilitate the investigation of 
evolutionary patterns between different soybean accessions or gene 
families, we utilized SyRI to identify syntenic blocks between 
Zhonghuang 13 (or Williams 82) and the remaining 37 soybean 
genomes[31]. A summary of the syntenic regions is provided in Table 
S5. A user-friendly interface is provided for searching, browsing, and 
downloading the syntenic regions between any two soybean gen-
omes (Fig. 2E). Protein-coding genes located within a syntenic region 
can be easily retrieved from SoybeanGDB.

In addition to identifying syntenic regions, SyRI facilitate the 
detection of genomic structural variations, including duplicated re-
gions, inverted regions, translocated regions, tandem repeats, dele-
tions, and insertions, between two soybean genomes (Table S5). To 
enhance the retrieval of these structural variations between Zhon-
ghuang 13 (or Williams 82) and the other 37 soybean genomes, a 
submenu was implemented (Fig. 2F). Furthermore, the output page 
provides information on protein-coding gene(s) associated with a 
structural variation, allowing users to download the data for 
downstream analysis.

3.2. Browsing 39 high-quality de novo assembled soybean genomes 
using JBrowse 2

Except for searching by gene IDs or genomic locations, the 39 
high-quality genomes in SoybeanGDB can be explored with the help 
of JBrowse 2. JBrowse 2 is a full-featured and interactive genome 
browser widely utilized for the rapid visualization and exploration of 
large-scale genomic datasets [43]. For each of the 39 genomes, di-
verse tracks were deployed to facilitate browsing of genomic fea-
tures, including genome sequences, protein-coding gene models, 
GO/KEGG annotations of protein-coding genes, and transposable 
elements (Fig. 3A-C). Researchers can selectively choose one or 
multiple tracks to view the genomic features of interest. Upon se-
lecting an element within a track, the corresponding information is 
displayed in the right panel of the genome browser. To enable 
comparative analysis between Zhonghuang 13 and the other 38 
genomes, SoybeanGDB incorporated the Gbrowse_synteny tool, 
which allows all syntenic regions with their corresponding annota-
tions to be easily displayed in parallel (Fig. 3A). For the genome of 
Zhonghuang 13, additional tracks are available for browsing SNPs 
and InDels among 2898 soybean accessions, allowing researchers to 
explore their effects on gene structures (Fig. 3D).
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3.3. Searching, browsing, and analyzing SNPs among thousands of 
soybean accessions

SNPs represent the most prevalent form of genetic variation as-
sociated with complex phenotypes. To facilitate the exploration of 
phenotypic variations in soybean, a total of 15,446,616 high-quality 
SNPs among 2898 soybean accessions mapped in Zhonghuang 13, as 
well as 7,869,806 SNPs among 481 soybean accessions mapped in 
Williams 82, were integrated into the SoybeanGDB database (Table 
S6; Table S7). Among the 2898 soybean accessions, intergenic re-
gions accounted for approximately 84.15% of the SNPs, while introns 
of genes accounted for 5.63% of the SNPs. Similarly, in the 481 ac-
cessions, intergenic regions accounted for about 81.45% of the SNPs, 
while introns accounted for 9.88% of the SNPs. To aid users in ex-
ploring the impact of SNPs on soybean genetic regulations, the 
“SNPs” menu provides two datasets and five useful tools for 
users (Fig. 4). 

(i) Browse: SNPs sites within a gene or genomic region of interest 
can be visualized in the main panel of the SNP browser. These 

SNPs sites are represented by inverted triangles in various 
colors (Fig. 4A). The position of each inverted triangle is de-
termined by the X-axis (chromosome positions of SNP sites) and 
the Y-axis (a random value). To construct the SNP browser, we 
employed the ggplot2 and plotly R packages [44,45]. The 
browsed results can be further filtered by selecting a subset of 
soybean accessions or by setting the mutation effect of SNPs. 
The final results can be output as either a plain text file or a 
static PDF file.

(ii) Search: in this interface, a table summarizing the genotype 
across SNP sites in a user-input gene or genomic region among 
the selected soybean accessions is shown in the main panel 
(Fig. 4B). The results, which comprise essential information 
about SNP sites, genotypes across the retrieved SNP sites, and 
gene annotations, can be downloaded as TXT files for further 
analysis using other tools.

(iii) LDheatmap: in genetic studies of agronomic traits, linkage 
disequilibrium (LD) between adjacent SNP sites is commonly 
visualized as a heatmap to define LD blocks. In this submenu, 
the LDheatmap R package is used to visualize pairwise linkage 

Fig. 1. Overview of the SoybeanGDB database. (A) The workflow for data collection and processing to build the SoybeanGDB database. (B) The framework and major functions of 
SoybeanGDB.
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disequilibrium between SNP sites [46]. The linkage dis-
equilibrium between pairwise SNP sites in a user-input gene or 
genomic region is calculated and displayed as a triangular cor-
relation heatmap (Fig. 4C). Moreover, the SNP sites used in this 
analysis can be screened by the mutation effect of SNPs or the 
soybean accessions. Several options with graphical interfaces 
are provided to customize the appearance of the heatmap, in-
cluding figure flipping and color setting. The resulting heatmap 
can be downloaded as a PDF or SVG file.

(iv) Diversity: nucleotide diversity among populations of different 
ecotypes serves as an important indicator of artificial selection 
during domestication. The pegas R package was employed to 
calculate the nucleotide diversity between different soybean 
ecotypes from the 2898 accessions or 481 accessions [47]. The 
user-input genomic region is divided into non-overlapping 
windows with 10 SNPs, and the sequence diversity for the 
chosen soybean ecotypes is then calculated (Fig. 4D). Finally, the 
results are visualized as line charts using the ggplot2 R package. 
Export options include images (PDF or SVG files) or plain texts 
(TXT file).

(v) AlleleFreq: this interface provides functionality to calculate and 
display the allele frequency of user-input SNP sites across dif-
ferent soybean ecotypes, using either 2898 accessions or 481 
accessions (Fig. 4E). Each input SNP site should be represented 
by a 10-digit integer (e.g., 0133024709), where the first two 
digits denote the chromosome ID and the remaining eight digits 
indicate the genomic position of each SNP site in the genome of 
Zhonghuang 13. The allele frequency of user-input SNP sites will 
be visualized as pie charts using this module of SoybeanGDB, 
demonstrating the selection of favorable alleles in different 
soybean subgroups. The calculated allele frequency can be 

downloaded as a plain text file or as an image in PDF or SVG 
format.

3.4. Searching and retrieving InDels among 2898 soybean accessions

Insertions and deletions (InDels) are another significant form of 
genomic variation that has important implications for gene func-
tions. A total of 4,136,231 high-quality InDels were identified among 
2898 soybean accessions mapped in Zhonghuang 13 and deposited 
in the SoybeanGDB database (Table S6). On the “INDELs” page, users 
can efficiently search for InDels among selected soybean accessions 
using a gene ID or a genomic region (Fig. 4F). All InDels located in the 
user-input genomic region will be presented in a table in the main 
panel of the output page. Furthermore, the results can be down-
loaded in CSV, Excel, and TXT formats for downstream analysis.

3.5. Gene expression analysis

The expression data of Zhonghuang 13, A81–356022, W05 and 
102 soybean accessions, obtained from previous studies, were in-
tegrated into SoybeanGDB to investigate gene expression during 
soybean development [17,25–27]. For Zhonghuang 13, a total of 27 
samples from cotyledons, roots, stems, leaves, flowers, pods, pod& 
seeds and seeds at various developmental stages were included. 
A81–356022 contributed 14 samples from roots, nodules, leaves, 
flowers, pods, pod-shells at two developmental stages, and seeds at 
seven developmental stages. Additionally, three tissues from W05 
and leaves from 102 accessions were also included. The expression 
levels (FPKM) of user-input genes can be retrieved as a table and 
visualized as a heatmap (Fig. 5A).

Fig. 2. Browse and search genomic features of 39 high-quality de novo assembled soybean genomes. (A) Search any one of the 39 soybean genomes by one or multiple gene IDs. 
(B) Search any one of the 39 soybean genomes by a single genomic region. (C) Visualize the distribution of user-input genes in any one of the 39 soybean genomes. (D) Browse the 
transcription factors/transcriptional regulators identified in any one of the 39 soybean genomes. (E) Browse syntenic regions between two soybean genomes. (F) Browse structural 
variations identified between two soybean genomes.
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Fig. 3. The JBrowse module of SoybeanGDB. (A) JBrowse 2 visualization of chr1:22932921–23696811 in the Zhonghuang 13 genome. Six tracks are displayed, including one for 
protein-coding genes (B), three for GO annotations (C), one for KEGG annotations, one for transposable elements, and one for synteny. (D) Two tracks for SNPs and InDels in the 
Zhonghuang 13 genome are hidden.
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Co-expression analysis is commonly used to disclose potential 
gene functions in various organisms, as transcription-associated 
genes are often functionally related [48,49]. To enhance the 

biological understanding of gene functions in soybean, SoybeanGDB 
provides a functionality to calculate the correlation coefficient of 
expression levels using a list of user-input genes. The correlation 

Fig. 4. Functional modules for the analysis of SNPs and InDels among thousands of soybean accessions. (A) Browse and visualize SNPs in a user-input genomic region. (B) Search 
for SNPs in a user-input genomic region. (C) Linkage disequilibrium analysis of SNPs. (D) Nucleotide diversity analysis of SNPs. (E) Allele frequency analysis of SNPs. (F) Search 
InDels in a user-input genomic region.
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coefficients can be visualized as a table or a heatmap (Fig. 5B), and 
downloaded for further analysis.

3.6. Tools for functional genomic studies of soybean

SoybeanGDB also provides a suite of popular bioinformatics tools 
(Fig. 5C, Fig. 6 A-D).

3.6.1. BLAST
BLAST was implemented in SoybeanGDB as a graphical interface 

for searching homologous genes or sequences in one or more of the 
39 high-quality de novo assembled soybean genomes (Fig. 5C) [50]. 
In the Input panel, users can conveniently submit query sequences 
(e.g., genome sequence, gene sequence, protein sequence, CDS se-
quence) in FASTA format. These input sequences can be utilized to 
search for homologs using blastn, tblastn, or tblastx. The BLAST 
databases for all 39 soybean genomes were constructed in Soy-
beanGDB. One or multiple query sequences can be submitted for 
each search. The BLAST results can be viewed in the Output panel 
and downloaded for further analysis.

3.6.2. Primer design
This module aims to assist users in designing PCR primers that 

flank one or multiple SNPs or InDels. The primers can be used as 
molecular markers to genotype one or multiple soybean accessions 
at the targeting SNPs or InDels (Fig. 6A). Primer3 was utilized as the 

backend engine [51]. The graphical interface of this module provides 
various options to set parameters of Primer3. The main panel dis-
plays five pairs of designed primers in a table, which can be easily 
downloaded. Moreover, the positions of the most suitable candidate 
primers, as well as the SNPs and InDels sites on the templates, are 
shown below the table.

3.6.3. Orthologous gene search
This tool was designed to facilitate the fast and accurate retrieval 

of orthologous genes among the 39 high-quality soybean genomes 
identified by OrthoFinder (Fig. 6B) [36]. Given a single or multiple 
user-input gene ID(s) from any one of the 39 genomes, the corre-
sponding orthologs in the remaining 38 genomes are displayed in a 
table or a heatmap. The results can be easily downloaded as a CSV or 
Excel file.

3.6.4. Gene set annotation and enrichment analysis
GO and KEGG are two major annotation systems widely used for 

the investigation of gene functions in protein-coding genes [52,53]. 
All protein-coding genes in the 39 soybean genomes underwent 
annotation using the EggNOG database, which provided GO terms 
and KEGG pathways [37]. As a result, a total of 462,505 GO terms 
were associated with 1,005,057 genes, and 5237 KEGG pathways 
were identified for 472,983 genes in SoybeanGDB (Table S8). In this 
module, users can enter a meaningful gene set derived from biolo-
gical experiments and bioinformatics analysis. For a given gene set, 

Fig. 5. Tools for gene expression analysis and BLAST alignment implemented in SoybeanGDB. (A) Browse and visualize the expression level of genes in different tissues and stages 
of Zhonghuang 13. (B) Calculate and visualize the expression correlations between user-input genes of Zhonghuang 13. (C) Search one or multiple soybean genomes by sequence 
similarity utilizing BLAST.
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the GO and KEGG annotations can be easily retrieved from Soy-
beanGDB in the form of tables and visualized as bar plots. In addi-
tion, we provide functional modules that allow users to perform GO 
or KEGG enrichment analysis on a user-input gene set from any one 
of the 39 soybean genomes, utilizing clusterProfiler (Fig. 6C,D) [38]. 
For visualization, only the 30 largest GO terms/KEGG pathways and 
the top 30 significant enrichment results are displayed in the 
bar plot.

3.7. Data download

All processed data, including genomic sequences, CDS/cDNA/ 
protein sequences, gene annotations, transposable elements, tran-
scription factors/transcription regulators, as well as GO/KEGG an-
notations for any one of the 39 soybean genomes, can be 
downloaded from the download page of SoybeanGDB. These data are 
stored in a compressed gzip file format, to accelerate downloading.

3.8. A case study of the SoybeanGDB database

We used GmPRR3b (SoyZH13_12G067700) as an example to il-
lustrate the functionalities of SoybeanGDB. GmPRR3b, encoding a 

PSEUDO-RESPONSE-REGULATOR protein, has been reported to play a 
regulatory role in soybean flowering and maturity across different 
geographical areas during domestication [54]. Firstly, we in-
vestigated the nucleotide diversity in the genomic region of 
GmPRR3b among soybean accessions of different ecotypes using the 
“SNPs - >  Diversity” module of SoybeanGDB. By inputting the gene 
ID “SoyZH13_12G067700″ and setting relevant parameters, we ob-
served a significant reduction in the nucleotide diversity in the 
genomic region of GmPRR3b among the 1048 landraces compared to 
wild soybeans, which approached zero among the 1747 improved 
cultivars (Fig. 7A). A specific SNP site (chr12, 1205587110) in 
GmPRR3b was found to undergo a change from C to T, resulting in 
the production of a truncated protein that serves as a key variant 
influencing the functional divergence of GmPRR3b [54]. By using the 
“SNPs - >  AlleleFreq” module of SoybeanGDB and inputting the SNP 
site(s) (e.g., 1205587110) from GmPRR3b, we observed a significant 
decrease in the ratio of T during the domestication and improve-
ment process of soybean, with the ratio being 91.89% in wild soy-
beans, 15.17% in landraces, and 2.40% in improved cultivars (Fig. 7B). 
These findings provided strong evidence supporting the selection of 
GmPRR3b during the domestication and improvement of soybean, 
aligning with a previous study [54]. Next, we investigated the 

Fig. 6. Bioinformatics tools implemented in SoybeanGDB. (A) Design primers based on the genome of Zhonghuang 13 targeting SNPs and InDels in a user-input genomic region or 
gene locus. (B) Search and retrieve orthologous genes among the 39 soybean genomes. (C) GO enrichment analysis of a list of input genes in any of the 39 soybean genomes. (D) 
KEGG enrichment analysis of a list of input genes in any of the 39 soybean genomes.
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expression pattern of GmPRR3b across 27 samples using the “Ex-
pression - >  Gene expression analysis” module of SoybeanGDB. By 
inputting the gene ID “SoyZH13_12G067700”, we found that the ex-
pression level of GmPRR3b peaked during the flower bud differ-
entiation stage (flo-1) and subsequently reduced to a stable level 
during the flower development process (flo-2 to flo-5) (Fig. 7C). Fi-
nally, the orthologous genes of GmPRR3b in the 39 soybean acces-
sions were searched using the “Tools - >  Orthologues” module by 
inputting the gene ID “SoyZH13_12G067700”. Two orthologous genes 
of GmPRR3b were identified in 33 soybean accessions, including five 
wild soybeans, eight landraces, nineteen improved cultivars, and one 
perennial Glycine species (Fig. 7D). Only a single copy of GmPRR3b 
was identified in the genomes of Glycine syndetika and a soybean 
landrace (Zhutwinning2). Due to tandem duplication, three or more 
orthologous genes of GmPRR3b were found in the other four gen-
omes of perennial Glycine species. The above cases demonstrate the 
feature-rich capabilities of SoybeanGDB and its easy-to-use analytic 
tools.

4. Discussion and conclusion

With the rapid advancements in genomics studies and sequen-
cing technologies, numerous biological databases and web applica-
tions have been developed in the field of plant research [8,9,55]. 
Soybean, which originated in China and encompasses over 60,000 
accessions, is a key crop utilized worldwide for vegetable oil and 
protein feed production [4]. Recent advances in soybean research 
have demonstrated the vital importance of large-scale omics data 
from massive soybean accessions in gene function analysis, popu-
lation genetic analysis, and breeding of new varieties [4–7]. To this 
end, we constructed the SoybeanGDB database using R/Shiny [39]. 
Different from the datasets in existing soybean databases [11–14], 
SoybeanGDB currently hosts the largest number of genomic data and 
genomic variations, while also providing a variety of easy-to-use 
bioinformatics analytic tools as graphical interfaces.

SoybeanGDB is particularly valuable for researchers without a 
background in bioinformatics. Firstly, users can easily and efficiently 

Fig. 7. An example to demonstrate the application of SoybeanGDB. (A) Nucleotide diversity of GmPRR3b among soybean accessions of different ecotypes (wild soybean, landrace, 
and improved cultivar) calculated based on SNPs. (B) The spectrum of allele frequencies at six SNP sites of GmPRR3b in different ecotypes. The red box indicates the key SNP site. 
(C) Expression pattern of GmPRR3b at different tissues and developmental stages. (D) Orthologous genes of GmPRR3b identified in the 39 soybean genomes. I–IV represent wild 
soybeans, landraces, improved cultivars, and perennial Glycine species, respectively.
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search and browse genomic information using the “Genomes” and 
“JBrowse” models. The gene expression and co-expression analysis 
of gene(s) can be obtained using the “Expression” module. Moreover, 
SoybeanGDB provides significant genetic variation resources in-
cluding SNPs and Indels, which can be used to identify candidate 
variations/genes and develop molecular markers for soybean 
breeding. For example, users can mine soybean accessions that 
possess beneficial alleles of candidate variations/genes and utilize 
these accessions as donors in breeding, using the “SNPs”, “INDELs” 
and “Tools - >  Orthologues” models. Users can further utilize the 
“Primer-Design” module to design molecular markers for genotyping 
multiple soybean accessions in molecular breeding.

In summary, SoybeanGDB was developed by integrating invalu-
able soybean data, which included high-quality de novo genome 
assemblies of 39 soybean accessions, and high-quality genomic 
variations. These variations comprised 15,446,616 SNPs and 
4,136,231 InDels among 2898 soybean accessions mapped to the 
Zhonghuang 13 genome, as well as 7,869,806 SNPs among 481 
soybean accessions mapped to the Williams 82 genome. To facilitate 
the utilization of the collected data, SoybeanGDB incorporated a 
variety of easy-to-use bioinformatics analytic tools presented as 
graphical interfaces. In addition, we plan to regularly update the 
SoybeanGDB database by incorporating the newest available re-
sources and developing new tools, to meet the ever-growing needs 
of the soybean community. We hope that SoybeanGDB will make a 
significant contribution to global soybean research.
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